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W. F. WERTHEIM

COLONIAL AND POST-COLONIAL
CITIES AS ARENAS OF CONFLICT

With reference to: Peter J. M. Nas (ed.), The Indonesian City: Studies in
Urban Development and Planning, Verhandelingen KITLV No. 117,
Dordrecht: Foris Publications, 1986, 328 pp.

The book under review contains 15 papers on urban processes and
problems in Indonesia presented at a workshop held in October 1983 in
Leiden. The scholars participating in the workshop were, as far as I am
aware, with one single exception (Heather Sutherland from the Free
University of Amsterdam), all of them Dutch nationals. It is to be
regretted that no Indonesian experts participated in the realization of
the present volume, dealing as it does with a subject of crucial signifi-
cance for the development of their society.

The volume starts with a series of papers on the historical develop-
ment of Indonesian towns, from early pre-colonial times onwards. A
striking contribution is that by Professor Sutherland on 'Ethnicity,
Wealth and Power in Colonial Makassar'. The author attempts to
provide a picture of urban society not dominated by what she calls 'white
male imperialist political chronology'. 'With the choice of another
perspective come other analytic categories and priorities, the recogni-
tion that other arenas of action matter. In terms of Makassar's social
history, this means that the apparently obvious structures of ethnic
ranking and formal office must be reassessed and compared with what
we can discover of other hierarchies and informal spheres' (p. 52).

A great difficulty 'lies in the nature of the sources. VOC and colonial
records covering the eighteenth and nineteenth century, for example,
inevitably describe events from the perspective of the Company official'
and the colonial civil servant in their formal role.

I would like to suggest some additional sources. First of all, belletristic
ones. If one is looking for a counterpoint to the formal hierarchies of
colonial archives, where could one find them more easily than in Joseph
Conrad's novels? The first four chapters of An Outcast of the Islands
(1896) provide a picture of Makassarese society which in its realism
could hardly be matched by any piece of sociological or historical
writing. Not only does the whole novel turn the myth of white racial
superiority upside down, but it also undermines the myth of male
superiority. Willems, the confidential clerk of Hudig & Co., 'fancied that
nothing would be changed, that he would be able as heretofore to
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tyrannise good-humouredly over his half-caste wife, to notice with
tender contempt his pale yellow child, to patronise loftily his dark-
skinned brother-in-law, who loved pink neckties and wore patent-
leather boots on his little feet, and was so humble before the white
husband of the lucky sister'. But when Willems feil into disfavour with
his boss Hudig, he found out that his wife as well as his in-laws had
always despised him. In Conrad's early novels neither a tracé of white
racial superiority nor a tracé of male superiority is to be found. The really
strong figures of his novels dealing with the Indonesian archipelago are
women - either native or of mixed descent.

For a later period, around 1930, renewed close reading of archival
documents on the notorious 'Margadant affair' might provide the type of
material Heather Sutherland is looking for. On that basis one might
succeed in drawing a more realistic picture of power relations in Makas-
sarese society, taking account of 'the importance of informal networks
and kinship in shaping the highly competitive Makassarese/Buginese
society' (p. 51). Mr. Margadant, a totok (pure white) civil servant in the
neighbourhood of Makassar, was convicted on charges of embezzle-
ment. But his guilt in the eyes of some journalists was very unlikely, and
there were strong indications that the real culprit had to be looked for
among the near relatives of Margadant's predecessor, a Eurasian. His
clan, however, managed to escape prosecution because of strong family
ties with influential members of the local native Makassarese aris-
tocracy.

The paper following Sutherland's is entitled 'Semarang, Central Java
and the World Market 1870-1900', and is by Dr. Theo Stevens. lts focus
is the exact opposite of the preceding one on Makassar: its analysis of the
character of Semarang as a seaport city is based on external economie
relationships, both overseas and with the Javanese hinterland. There is
hardly any serious attempt to assess the way of life of the non-white
majority living in the town, although a few remarks on 'the urban poor'
(p. 66) and the 'small, shabby and dirty' houses in the kampung occupied
by Chinese, Arabs and Indonesians (p. 67) are occasionally to be en-
countered. It is really a pity that Stevens did not extend his historical
research a little beyond the watershed of the turn of the century. Had he
done so, he could have benefited from two highly competent surveys of
both housing and living conditions in the kampung areas of Semarang at
the end of the period of capitalist expansion described in his paper
(Woningtoestanden 1910; Westerveld 1914). It is, moreover, difficult to
understand why these two early urban surveys, both of them the work of
the secondary school teacher D. J. A. Westerveld, an influential
member of the Semarang municipal council, are not mentioned in any of
the papers collected in the present volume, and are even absent from the
otherwise very detailed 'Bibliography' on Indonesian cities by Otto D.
van den Muijzenberg and Peter J. M. Nas, to be found at the end of the
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book. This is the more regrettable since the two surveys by Westerveld
can be viewed as precursors of the work on urban problems and urban
planning by Thomas Karsten. They must have influenced Karsten no less
than the important work by the pharmacist H. F. Tillema, Westerveld's
close collaborator in Semarang.

Two of the papers in the volume rightly devote much attention to
Karsten, the brilliant pioneer of urban planning in Indonesia. Erica
Bogaers and Dr. Peter de Ruijter1 provide a largely biographical assess-
ment of his role as town planner in a contribution entitled 'Ir. Thomas
Karsten and Indonesian Town Planning, 1915-1940'. The other contri-
bution, by Peter J. M. Nas, bears the title 'From Problem to Planning:
An Example of Applied Urban Development Sociology from 1938', and
attempts to throw light, through an analysis of Karsten's basic ideas,
upon issues of applied sociology which are still of fundamental interest.
The author takes as his starting-point what he calls 'a rather unknown
Dutch masterpiece in a nutshell', to wit, the 'Explanatory Memorandum
on Töwnplanning in Java' (1938) drawn up by a commission of which
Karsten was a member, which reflects his ideas as known from his earlier
publications. Large sections of the Memorandum were included in the
symposium The Indonesian Town: Studies in Urban Sociology (Wert-
heim et al. 1958). In the Foreword to that volume, incidentally, much
attention is given to Westerveld's two reports, which convey an 'ex-
tremely disquieting' general picture (Wertheim et al. 1958: IX). Wes-
terveld spoke of 'these miserable hovels, scarcely deserving to be called
human dwellings', and concluded: 'There was no time for delay, "not a
day and not a night", before drafting a municipal plan to stimulate
low-price housing construction'. The Memorandum mentions Wester-
veld's 'brilliant study of the living conditions of the Javanese population
in Semarang, the first important work in the field' (Wertheim et al.
1958:21). In the same year 1938 Karsten even called Westerveld's
report 'a more intensive survey than has been made at any time or at any
place in the Indies since then'; but he adds peevishly: 'for all that it
hardly led to any direct results' (Wertheim et al. 1958:VII, with a
lengthy quotation from Karsten's article).

Peter Nas rightly devotes much attention to the significance of Kars-
ten's study of town planning as a specimen of fruitful development
sociology. This significance should be mainly attributed, in Nas' view, to
its 'interdisciplinary' nature: 'the aspects of the problems that arise are
planological, sociological, administrative, juridical and historical'. In
Karsten's pre-war work Nas therefore finds an argument to refute the
negative judgement of Papousek and Box 'upon the state of affairs in
development sociology'.

1 De Ruijter, tragically enough, died before his dissertation could be formally defended;
his doctoral degree has been awarded posthumously.
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However, in my view the strength of Karsten's analysis lies mainly in
its critical assessment of the official policies prevalent in the pre-war
Netherlands Indies. Karsten showed that town planning had to occur in a
society which is 'an arena of conflict'. Perhaps Nas could have placed
somewhat more emphasis on Karsten's anti-colonial views, which en-
abled him to discover the basic roots of the specific urban problems in a
colonial society. The Memorandum sketches the 'arena of conflict', to
which Nas refers only in passing, much more explicitly: 'Native masses of
the population are by far the most vulnerable group economically, yet
find so little genuine understanding from the dominant classes . . . Could
anything be expected but that their housing conditions are either un-
satisfactory or downright bad, that their recreation needs are practically
ignored, that their conditions and wants are a closed book to the authori-
ties, and that they for their part thwart many well-intentioned measures,
find it hard to adapt their ways of building and living to urban require-
ments?' (Wertheim et al. 1958:68).

In several papers of the present volume it is argued that Karsten's
main spiritual product, the Stadvormingsordonnantie, still plays a signi-
ficant role in the urban planning of independent Indonesia. However,
one may ask whether the term 'arena of conflict', which was character-
istic of colonial urban society in pre-war Indonesia, would not equally fit
urban conditions under Suharto's 'New Order'. Is the social distance
between the present Indonesian urban elite and the still numerous
'urban poor' actually less pronounced than the social distance between
the latter and the white tuans in the pre-war colonial society?

When we read the important paper by Hans Versnel on 'Scavenging in
Indonesian Cities', we do not get the impression that there is any basic
change in attitudes as assumed by today's 'brown tuans'. The Indonesian
'master-plans' under the 'New Order' may look beautiful on paper, but
they do not benefit the 'urban poor'. Versnel shows that scavenging
fulfils a significant function in the big cities of Java. However, 'scaven-
ging conflicts strongly with policies on land-use, town-planning and the
philosophy of modern development in Indonesia. It is largely ignored,
not supported by the government, often regulated and discouraged
through intervention by police action' (p. 211).

Scavenging is part of what is sometimes called the 'informal sector' of
Third World economies. In the volume under review one may find
interesting arguments against the assumption of a sharp distinction
between a formal and an informal sector in the towns of Java. However,
the main point is that, while the significance of the 'informal' sector is
officially acknowledged, in actual practice certain of these activities,
though providing employment and a subsistence basis for large numbers
of city dwellers, are severely curtailed. For example, Meine Pieter van
Dijk, in his paper on 'Formalization and Informalization Processes in a
Small Town in Central Java', mentions stern restrictions by the authori-
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ties upon the activities of hawkers and becak (pedicab) drivers. On this
aspect of 'urban planning' under the 'New Order' one may find impor-
tant remarks in a recent doctoral dissertation on Jakarta by Milan Titus
(1985: 159/160).

Evidently no mention could yet be made, either in the volume under
review or in Titus' thesis, of the completely crazy measure taken by the
Indonesian authorities in the past few years to dump thousands of becaks
in the Java Sea; confiscation of becaks has also more recently occurred
on a large scale in Bandung, and there has led to serious demonstrations
on the part of drivers who were thus deprived of their means of sub-
sistence, without any adequate compensation from the authorities-they
were given the advice to register for transmigration to the Outer Islands
of Indonesia, mostly without having had any training in agriculture.

In his earlier mentioned paper on urban planning, Dr. Nas has pro-
bably laid his finger on the basic weakness of the official policies on
urban planning, namely the usual 'top down approach, which in spite of
the attempt to protect the poor, does not sufficiently regulate the par-
ticipation of the people in the preparation and proceeding of master-
plans' (p. 99). Basically, this weakness was also implicit in Karsten's
concept of urban planning; Nas is right in asserting that his 'approach is
in certain respects outdated'. However, we should be aware that his
work, arising from a strong sense of social responsibility, not only was
allowed to be freely published in the colonial period, but even received
official approval on the part of the government.

It may still be seriously doubted whether radical ideas such as those
developed by Karsten half a century ago, with their outspoken critical
attack upon social and economie inequalities, could be advocated with
impunity in Suharto's Indonesia.
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Urban Poor';
Giebels, Lambert J., 'JABOTABEK: An Indonesian-Dutch Concept on Metropolitan

Planning of the Jakarta-Region';
Nas, Peter J. M., 'Introduction: A General View on the Indonesian Town';
Nas, Peter J. M., 'The Early Indonesian Town: Rise and Decline of the City-State and its
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Persoon, Gerard, 'Congelation in the Melting Pot: The Minangkabau in Jakarta';
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